
 

 

Assign a Clever ID to a Staff Exception Account in 
myLexia.com  

How are exception accounts created in myLexia? 
● When automated imports are active, if a staff account is created manually in myLexia, it will be 

created as an exception account.  
● Staff members may also have been set up as exceptions because their account was not being 

shared through Clever at the time of setup. 

What kinds of issues can occur if a staff member has an exception account? 
● If the username of an exception account is the same as a username being sent to myLexia from 

Clever, then there will be a Clever sync error. The Clever account will not be created, even if that 
staff member is being shared through Clever. 

● If the exception account prevents a Clever account from being created, you will see the following 
error in your staff import error log at files.myLexia.com: ERROR: User with refid: (refID here) not 
imported. Username (username here) already exists. 

● Please note that not all exception staff will cause errors. Many admin accounts, and accounts for 
non-classroom teachers and specialists are set up purposefully as exceptions because they are 
not being shared with Lexia through Clever.  

How can I tell if one of my staff members has an exception account in myLexia?  
● Staff with exception accounts will be able to log directly into myLexia.com, but if they try to log in 

through Clever, they will receive a login error. 
● If you are managing classes through Clever, classes of exception staff are usually missing in 

myLexia.com. The class is not created in myLexia.com because a class needs to have a Clever 
StaffID assigned to it.  

● If you receive the nightly automated import summary email from Lexia, a list of exception staff is 
included in every nightly summary.  

● To check if a staff account is an exception: 
○ In myLexia, find the staff account in Manage > Staff. 
○ Click on the Edit Staff icon (the pencil) on the right. 
○ In the Edit Staff window, check the RefID field. If the RefID starts with EX, it is an 

exception account. If the RefID does not start with EX, and yet the staff member is not 
syncing, please contact Lexia Support for assistance. 
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I’m sharing a staff account through Clever and they have an exception account in 
myLexia. How can I get their Clever account to sync with myLexia? 

You can assign a staff member’s Clever ID to their existing exception account in myLexia. This will 
allow their account to sync with Clever. IMPORTANT: make sure that the staff member is 
being shared with the myLexia app in Clever. If the staff member is only shared with the Core5 
or PowerUp app, and you change their account at myLexia.com so that it is no longer an 
exception, their account will be deleted.  

● Go to your Clever dashboard, find the staff member in the data browser, and click on their name 
to view their details. 

● The Clever ID is a long string of numbers and letters, and looks something like this: 
5646e46cf786dec3c6604d37c. 

● Copy the Clever ID from the staff member’s Clever account. 
● In myLexia.com, find the staff account in Manage → Staff. 
● Click on the Edit Staff icon (the pencil) on the right. 
● In the Edit Staff window, delete the exception ID from the RefID field, paste the Clever ID in the 

RefID field, and then click "Save". 
● The staff member should now be able to log in through Clever and use Lexia programs. If you are 

managing classes through Clever, and if a section is assigned to the teacher in Clever, their class 
should be created in myLexia after the next nightly Clever sync. 
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